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Title IX creates sports controversy
By Lsarl Lock
Suff Writer

Officials in the Department of
Health. Education and Welfare's
(HEW) Civil Rights Division are
now writing the final regulations for
Title IX of the 1972 Education Act the so-called "women's sports
law."
These regulations may improve
women's athletics at the University
and will probably affect both men
and women's athletics bore as well
as across the country
In part. Title IX states "No
person in the United States shall be
excluded from participation in. be
denied the benefit of. or be
subjected to discrimination under
any education program or activity
receiving
federal
financial
assistance. ."

IN OTHER words. Title IX
forbids sex discrimination in
admissions,
financial aid.
organizations and living facilities as
well as in athletics.
Gwen Gregory. HEW lawyer
chiefly responsible for writing the
Title IX regulations, is in the
process of preparing position
papers to accompany its recommendation, which is expected to
reach the desk of HEW Secretary
Caspar Weinberger by the end of
this month
An HEW spokesman said that by
early or middle February, the new
Title IX regulations probably will
"travel to the White House for
action by President Ford."
According to Gregory, the reason
that it has taken this long for the
1972 proposals to reach President
Ford's desk is because the people
were given a voice in the

regulations The regulations may or
may not be changed, she added
Probably the most far-reaching
effects of Title IX will be in the area
of women's athletics
ALTHOUGH THE guidelines are
still vague, they have been
interpreted to mean that any high
school or college receiving any

News analysis
federal funding for any reason,
risks losing that money if it does not
provide equal athletic opportunity
for women
This interpretation has already
meant new athletic scholarships
and money for women's sports at
the collegiate level according to a
recent Associated Press wire story.
Title IX has also been taken to
mean that universities must provide
teams, coaches, facilities and some
scholarship aid to women who wish
to participate in competitive sports.
Women coaches and athletes have
conflicting views on Title IX.
"Title IX does more for women
than anything since women got the
right to vote," said (Catherine Ley.
president of the American
Association for Health. Physical
Education, and Recreation.
"Sure, we've experienced a lot of
inequities." said Sue Hager,

coordinator of women's athletics at
the University, "but the guidelines
for Title IX are unclear, and at this
point all we're doing is secondguessing what it's all about."
"THE PEOPLE who wrote up the
guidelines for Title IX are going to
have to define what is meant by
inequality." said women's intercollegiate field hockey and lacrosse
coach Carol Durentini. "It (Title
IX) carries a lot of legal ramifications and the courts will have to
decide on the issue of equality."
University Athletic Director
Richard A Young said the intent of
the law was good because equitable
competition is a must
"Right now though, we (the
athletic department! are still trying
to figure out what to do with Title
IX until we're given directives." he
said
The University athletic
department is in compliance with
the current directive which states
that "equal opportunities" must be
provided lor each sex. Young said
"We have no rules that say girls
can't come out for our men's teams.
We also have two female trainers
and one female coach in our men's
sports," he explained
Neither the men's nor the
women's coaches have a real desire
to see the formation of coeducational
intercollegiate
teams,
however

"IT BELIEVE in separate, but
equal teams for anything based on
skill." said Hager. who is also the
women's intercollegiate basketball
coach. "Men and women have
different skills and there's a
difference in their flexibility and
agility."
At the moment, only fencing
competition at the University is coeducational, she said.
"I can't visualise women playing
a contact sport or trying to build
their bodies up like our guys do."
said head football coach Don
Nehlen
Title IX should exclude revenue
producing sports (such as football,
basketball, and ice hockey),
because women just aren't
physically capable of playing them.
Nehlen said
"I might find a girl with great
speed and good hands that 1 could
use as a receiver, but I don't see an
influx of women going out for
football. Nehlen said.
"WOMEN shouldn't compete
against men," asserted women's
swimming coach Jean Campbell
"She should compete where the
opportunities are right for her."
Campbell said there could be a
problem if men tryed out for
women's intercollegiate teams
"If men started frying out for my
team, pretty soon I wouldn't have
any more women competing," she

said

Nehlen had a woman trainer on
the team this fall whom be
described as "proficient and
competent." He said, however, that
her future would probably lie with
high school girls' competitive
sports rather than as a trainer for a
professional men's team.
Most of the women coaches agree
that they don't want to use scholarships or actively recruit women into
their programs. Hager stressed that
the women at the University
compete because they enjoy the
activity - not for extrinsic rewards.
"I think that we're giving the
girls what they want and I don't
want to see that changed," she said.
"I'm proud of our program and I'm
proud of our students."
Hager also said she doesn't think
anyone, men or women, should have
sports scholarships.
"I
personally don't want
scholarships and I feel that recruiting is a cut-throat operation," said
Campbell, whose swimming team Is
known as one of the powerhouses of
the Midwest
She would, however, like to see
out-of-state fees waived for her
swimmers.
Coach Durentini said her first responsibility was as a teacher, and
had no time to spend on recruiting.
* To page four

Sirica reduces sentences

Dean, Mag ruder, Kalmbach freed
WASHINGTON (API-US District
Court Judge John J Sirica ordered
John W. Dean III. Jeb Stuart Magruder
and Herbert W. Kalmbach released
from prison yesterday.
They had been serving sentences as a
result of guilty pleas in Watergaterelated crimes.
The US marshal's office said all
would be freed from custody by 5 p.m
EST yesterday.
Dean, formerly While House counsel
to President Richard M Nixon, began
serving a one- to four-year term Sept 3
after pleading guilty to a single count
of conspiracy to obstruct justice.
MAGRUDER, the former deputy

director of the Committee for the ReElection of the President, began a
term of at least 10 months on June 4
Kalmbach. a major Nixon fundraiser and his former personal
attorney, had pleaded guilty to
violating campaign laws and one count
of selling an ambassadorship in return
for a political contribution On July 1,
he began serving a sentence of six to 18
months
Sirica had sentenced all three men.
His two-paragraph order releasing
them did not give the reasons for
ending the prison sentences.
THE THREE men all had testified at
the recent Watergate cover-up trial,

which resulted in the conviction ot
John N. Mitchell, H. R. Haldeman,
John D. Ehrlichman and Robert C.
Mardian.
All three had applied for a reduction
of sentence on varying grounds.
The exact location of the three at the
time of Sirica's order was not known
immediately. A spokesman for the
U.S. marshall's office said they were
in custody "somewhere in the
Baltimore-Washington area" but
declined further details.
THEY HAD been held in federal
minimum security institutions. Their
incarceration was Interrupted often to
permit them to come to Washington for

testimony and to be interviewed by
lawyers for the special Watergate
prosecution force.
Kalmbach had spent much of his
sentence at Lompoc. Calif., Magruder
at Allenwood prison camp In
Pennsylvania and Dean at a holding
facility at Ft. Holablrd near
Baltimore, Md.
The judge gave no reason in his brief
order for reducing the prison sentences
to time served.
His office said the judge acted on
petitions by Kalmbach on Oct. 1, by
Magruder Sept. IB and by Dean on Dec.

:.

The reasons the three gave In their
petition were not available.

Changes may appear
in Russian hierarchy
Gate-crasher Marshall Raids,
top,

stands in front of

the

By William L. Ryaa
AP Special CorrespoBdeat
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A world with more than enough to
worry about has new reasons to be
nervous with the spate of widely
varying reports on the health of Leonid
I. Brezhnev.
The Soviet Communist party's
general secretary may or may not be
seriously ill. Soviet officials keep such
things closely to themselves.
But recent developments have
suggested that in any case Brezhnev
has been in some sort of political
difficulties

gat*s. Sieve Brash, right, of
WBGU-TV examine! malarial
Fields
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weeks
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(Newspholos by AP and Dan
Fakht)

Gate crasher sends WBGU 'gift'
By MareU Sbaaer
Elective Editor

Steven L. Brash, assistant news
director, described the parcel as
"totally inane bull."

The magnetic appeal of the White
House attracts thousands of curious
visitors, but the empty mansion
Christmas Day drew an unusual,
unexpected -and unwelcome-guest.
A young man dressed as an Arab and
wired with what were thought to be
explosives crashed his car through a
gate on Pennsylvania Avenue and kept
Secret Service guards In a four-hour
standoff near the portico.
About a week and a half before his
"gate crashing". Marshall H. Fields.
8, sent a package of clippings,
photographs and documents to WBGUTV Channel 57

THE PACKAGE contained, among
-other things, several photographs of
"very poor quality" showing Fields
sitting In front of the White House; a
copy of a request and authorization of
official travel to Khartoum. Sudan in
Jury. 1967. an "Eight Point Message"
from the Islamic Party in North
America signed by Abdur-Rahim, a
name Fields used in place of his
"western" name, and other "assorted,
unrelated material," Brash said.
"No one at the station could make
much sense out of the materials."
Brash said. "I probably would have

just thrown the junk out. but for some
reason Wayne Hill (the station's news
and public affairs director) kept them.
"The day after Christmas he came
across them in the files and made the
connection with the event the day
before," Brash said.
After some investigation and
numerous phone calls "the whole
confused mess" was sent to the Secret
Service, Brash said.
YESTERDAY, Channel 57 received
a reply from the Secret Service
returning the material and thanking it
for helping in the Investigation.
,
Brash said Secret Service agents
reported the material sent to WBGUTV was identical to that sent to other

media across the nation.
Why did Fields send the photographs,
clippings and documents to Channel
57?
"We don't have the faintest idea."
Brash said. "At first we thought that
Fields picked us because his mother is
from Sandusky and we are in the same
area, but later we found out that the
media in Sandusky didn't receive
anything from him so we gave up that
theory."
Brash said: "From what we
understand from the Secret Service.
Fields' speech was incoherent and
irrational" during his raid of the White
House
Fields was hospitalized for
psychiatric tests.

ONE WAY or the other, changes
relatively soon in the hierarchy are
inevitable if only because of its age.
Undoubtedly the leaders recognize
this and have been preparing for a
transition, so perhaps this time it
might take place without violent
struggle.
Thus, the reports fix world attention
on the workings of the Soviet power
structure.
AT THE SAME time the uncertainty
turns global attention to the possible
impact on such areas as SovietAmerican
and
Soviet-Chinese
relations, the Soviet role in the Middle
East and Soviet domestic policy.
In some of these areas Brezhnev
seemed recently to encounter trouble
with his colleagues. That, coupled with
an illness, could place his tenure as top
man into question.
Brezhnev has been frustrated in the
Middle East by a persistent Egyptian
mistrust of Soviet intentions.
He was set back, too, by the
American trade bill that tied

preferential treatment for the Soviet
Union to eased restrictions on
emigration.
SINCE BREZHNEV obviously bad
approved the "understanding" on that
score, the vehement denial of it. laid
now to "leading Soviet circles."
suggests that Brezhnev may have been
sharply criticized.
If Brezhnev goes, for whatever
reason, what might succeed him?
The Communist party rules the
nation. The apparatus that runs the
party is headed by a 16-member
Politburo whose average age is about

e

Its alternate members and the party
secretariat also are overaged by
comparison with leading groups In the
West
A
formidable
government
bureaucracy of hundreds of thousands,
long in office, runs day to day business
of the vast nation of 250 million.
This Soviet Establishment Is so
entrenched as to give the impression
that it consciously protects Its ranks
against younger potential invaders.
• To page four
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eDITGRiaLS
panel formation
is good news
Action has finally been taken to provide methods to improve relations
between Campus Safety and the University community
In light of recent revelations about the type of ammunition and
weaponry used by Campus Safety and expressions of student discontent
with the organization's policies. University President llollis A Moore Jr.
has directed J Claude Scheuerman. vice president for operations, to
establish a panel to examine Campus Safety's problems, particularly the
firearms situation.
The panel is to include faculty members, students and hall staff
members, and will confer frequently with Campus Safety Director Dale
F. Shaffer,
Input from representatives of the campus community is sorely needed
for an organization so important to the University.
In a statement released Tuesday. Dr. Moore explained that the panel
was being formed "to promote the establishment and maintenance of
conditions of mutual respect and trust between the safety organization
and members of the University community."
Many students have lost much of their respect and trust for Campus
Safety and need to have that trust restored. Campus Safety's job is made
even harder when the students they are supposed to serve do not trust
them.
Another wise move was the hiring of a management consulting firm.
Cresap. McCormick and Paget of Washington !).('.. to suggest
improvements in Campus Safety's organization, personnel policies and
procedures.
Fresh suggestions from this outside source could help immeasurably
It is obvious the campus police force needs some changing. The
machinery for change has been provided. Now is the time to use it.

not again
The prospect that the United States once again may become militarily
involved in Indochina is frightening.
South Vietnamese troops have been badly beaten by Communist forces
in recent weeks and the administration has been watching the
developments very closely.
Many Americans are speculating thai the United Slates may use force
in light of the worsening situation.
Their worst fears may have come true wilh the report that a US.
carrier task force is moving from the Philippines to waters off South
Vietnam.
Both the Defense Department and the White House denied the reports,
but the threat of once again becoming bogged down in an Indochina war
is probably enough to produce an uneasy feeling in the stomachs ol many
Americans.
The leaders of this nation must not make the same foolish mistake
their constituents did years ago and plunge the United States into a wai
they cannot win
The memories of previous involvement in Vietnam are still fresh in the
minds of many Americans The horrors of Kent State, mob protests and
police brutality cannot be relived.
The United States cannot afford another Vietnam Her people are still
too tired from the last one

carson show:
l
tv nincompoopery'
WASHINGTON-The cruelest thing
you can du to a public figure is to quote
his words verbatim without cleaning
up the syntax for print That's what
happened to former President Nixon
with his tapes, and it's what the
National
Broadcasting Company
deserves for putting on the Tonight
Show instead of pulling the plug and
going home to bed
Herewith are verbatim excerpts of
Burl Reynolds substituting lor Johnny
Carson the other night
"...I'm going to resolve not to do any
more interviews with anybody that
could hurt me Ore magazine accused
me ol flashing in front of the Vienna
Boys Choir
"I've got a movie out now It's called
'The Longest Yard' I'm doing a
movie now with Catherine Dcneuve
I'mm
Yeah. yeah..A lot of
women try to put her down all the
time Makes them feel better I've
been trying to put her down and make
me feel better.
"...You know who's coming out here
first? One of the all time bods of the
world Her tush- her tush really is like
it you went to Frederick's of
Hollywood and said. 'Let me have one
of those perfect ones.' I mean you can
put a glass on it and walk across the
room on it "
WITH THAT, band leader Doc
Severinsen inquires. "You're a tush
man. is that it?"
"Yeah, yeah." replies the eloquent
Mr Reynolds, who then introduces
Milzi Gay nor the first guest of the
evening, by remarking. "You're in
such incredible shape You're as
pretty as I thought you would be."
To which Miss Uaynor responds.
"Isn't that nice'' I really appreciate
that It's very cute of you to say that
because I'm a great fan of yours...and
everybody here is. It's nice when
somebody who is really a terrific
person gets to do something terrific
and it turns out terrific..."
More elevated dialogue follows until
Miss Gay nor tells Mr. Reynolds. "I
have a crush on you I get a crush on
people in the business, because if
they're terribly talented and
attractive, then I'm very much
attracted to them "
Then the conversation takes a
different turn Miss Gaynor explains

Nicholas
von Hoffman

how she prepares herself lor her art by
working out daily in the gyni.
"Because being a dancer, you're like
an athlete, and I don't want to go blah
hub-ana That s different from wakka-wak-ka "
'Hubba hubba blocka-blocka." responds Mr Reynolds, prior to announcing the name of the next picture he'll
be making in Mexico with Liza
Minnelli
Oh. great'" Miss Gaynor
enthuses "I know that's going to be
terrific" And with that she exits
wiggling her tush to Mr. Reynolds vast
and public satisfaction
If Mr. Reynolds lacks taste or talent
or even the ability to read a line with a
modicum of professionalism, then this
performance isn't his fault We can
dismiss him as just another all-time
bod of the world
Kven so the Carson-Tonight Show
has become contemptuous of its
audience. It's not just that it's vulgarAristophanes. Moliere and Sheridan
were vulgar, but they were tunny-it's
the bad writing, the evident lack of
rehearsal the slipshod technical work
which has gotten so poor you
frequently see the boom microphone
dangling down trom the lop of the TV
screen
For the overriding dullness of such
nincompoopery.
NBC's executives
must take the blame. Their abnegation
of their responsibility to oversee the
quality ol what goes out over NBC's
name makes hash out of the argument
for the use of government power to
keep the networks in business because
the public gets something out of free
television The only something we get
from NBC on this program is a peek at
the dogs in the Alpocommercials, and.
dog or man. Id rather eat Alpo than
watch that show again.
Copyright 1*75. The Washiagloa Post
Kl»g Features Syadicate

reply to editorial
By J. Claude Scheuerman
Vice Preside!! for Operations
Gaest ColnmiUt
In your November 22 issue, you
published an editorial sharply
criticizing Campus Safety Director
Dale Shaffer on three counts and
concluded that "If the (hearing! panel
and the University condone Shaffer's
actions and statements, they are
perpetuating the racist policies that
have marred America for so long".
As a University administrator. I
challenge your facts, your
assumptions, your conclusions and
your failure to give due process before
arriving at a judgement defamatory to
a highly effective police administrator
and a human being of exemplary
integrity and character
First. Mr Shaffer did not promote to
"acting sergeant" an officer "who
does not meet the requirements of the
Ohio Department of State Personnel
class specifications for such a
position ". The officer involved was
promoted to Police Officer III because
he more than adequately fulfilled the
minimum qualifications in the class
specifications for that position
As Police Officer III. he is serving as
acting sergeant consistent with the
Police Officer III class specifications
which state:
"Serve as acting
University Police Sergeant when
necessary".
SECOND, Mr Shaffer has not
"reduced the position" of a black
palrolwoman The patrolwoman as
well as two patrolmen have been
temporarily reassigned without loss of
classification or pay while they are
being given the opportunity to meet the
minimum standard of pistol proficiency-which failure was the only
reason for their reassignment The
purpose of the standard is to ensure
that officers armed with deadly
weapons are qualified to use them so
as to minimize the chance of
accidental injury or death
Thud. I regret your acceptance as
fact James Saddoris
slanderous
accusation that Mr
Shaffer has
expressed racist and sexist views The
hearing panel which heard the
complaint ol the black policewoman

concluded that she had been discriminated against by Campus Safety
but prominently missing was any
charge that she had been subjected to
racist or sexist discrimination by Mr.
Shaffer
I can assure you also that Mr
Shaffer has not been "counseled since
1972 by Coordinator of Human
Relations Vivian M. Lawyer for his
department's policies toward equal
opportunity employment" as reported
in the November 21 issue of The BG
News. The twenty uniformed officers
include one black policewoman, one
white policewoman and one black
policeman He personally recruited the
latter two officers
In the one corroborated incident
where a derogatory comment was
related to an officer's sex. the officer
involved was issued a letter of
reprimand by Mr. Shaffer. Mr.
Saddoris' accusation before the
hearing panel was not corroborated. It
is a matter of fact that Mr Saddoris

I. too, do not mind paying for my own
education What upsets me is the
thought that I am subsidizing future
warmongers and sadists. Inter
collegiate sports continues to rank as
the number one producer of (acism and
hate
How can athletes learn democratic
actions when they are ruled by a
dictator" How can athletes and fans
grasp co-operation and sportsmanship
when the most commonly uttered
phrases are, "kill. kill. kill", "if he
gets in your way run him over", and
"hitting is the name of the game."?
Obviously these epigrams do not applyto all sports
But one idea that does apply to
everything is the competitive desire to
beat the opponent It sickens me to see
masses of students leaving college
thinking they must "beat out" others
for jobs These are reflections of a
society of hate.
Is it any wonder the presidency has
been and is occupied by former football
players whose only solution to a
problem is force" We are a people bred
for war. From birth to death we are
taught that to survive we must
struggle
Is it any wonder in the past thirtyyears we averaged one war per
decade"' Do we need another reason for
the rapid increase in crime in the past
ten years'' How long will America
continue to breed fighters and accept
this as normal?
It is indeed sad to witness the decline
and fall ol an idea. With the strength of
an army has come the weakness of
what separates humans from animals,
the spirit of peacefulness The birth of
a nation has led to the death Homo
Sapiens They live no more.
RockE Ross
304 Darrow

no courtesy
On November 25. 1974. I walked my
bike, which had a flat tire, to
University Gulf Service on Wooster St
I parked the bike right in front of the
office and went inside and kindly asked
for a wrench to loosen the bolts on the
wheel so it could be removed. I got a
hostile. We don't lend out tools: they
could get stolen." from the manager
He went outside to wait on a
customer and I followed him and asked
him if he would be so kind to loosen
them for me when he had a minute if
he was afraid of theft Again. I got a
hostile answer: "We don't lend out
tools If you want your bike fixed, go to
the Po* Road bike shop We don't fix
bikes here "
1 walked back to my bike and the
mechanic came out and gave me a big

IMPROVEMENTS HAVE included
an upgrading of the force from a
security to a law enforcement
operation so that the personnel equal
or exceed the quality of most
municipal police forces in terms of
educational attainment I average of
two years of college) specialized
training, and arrest authority, a cityuniversity mutual aid agreement.
"Operation Identification" to engrave
ID numbers on student valuables: a

new communications system enabling
continuous communication with other
local police agencies: a variety of
internal changes including procedure
manuals, and a modern statement of
law enforcement philosophy and
objectives that reflects the lessons of
student unrest and growing crime
rates
These improvements have taken
place with the uniformed police staff
remaining at the lowest number among
the public Ohio universities 20 and
against a backdrop of opposition by a
few members of the force who have
had difficulty converting from a
security role to a police role.
In conclusion. I deplore your failure
to secure the facts, to distort the truth,
and. in the process, to make
defamatory
judgements
against
Director Shaffer who must be given a
major share of the credit for placing
the University's police force at a
position of eminence among Ohio's lawenforcement agencies

DEAR PRESIDENT FORD, WE ARE DELIGHTED TO HEAR THAT THE COUNTRY IS NOT IN A
FINANCIAL CRISIS. PROMISE YOU'LL LET US KNOW WHEN IT IS. YOURS TRULY . . .

Lerrera
subsidizing
warmongers

terminated under fire after less than
one year of service as Director of
Campus Safety for a number of
reasons, not the least of which was a
loss of confidence in his veracity He
left the police force in a state of
disarray with officer morale and
effectiveness at low ebb
It was Mr. Shaffer who was given the
challenge of upgrading the police force
and this he has done most effectively
during the past three and one-half
years.

hassle over the subject of. "Do I Have
Any Idea How Much a Wrench Set
Costs"'" I told him. yes. my father has
two sets and lends them out when a
neighbor needs it because he can trust
him with it
1 told the mechanic that if he learned
the meaning of the word "trust" he
may get more business He called me a
"prick " and walked inside.
DOES THIS type of treatment need
to be tolerated by students" 1 have
never met with so much rudeness I
feel there is no reason for this type of
treatment Would it have been so hard
to be civil and say pleasantly. "Sorry,
we don't lend out tools here, but the
Poe Road bike shop could help you
out"? I think not.
This has not been the first time I've
been hassled by this gas station, but it
is going to be the last. What a great
majority of this town does not realize
is that if it weren't for the students and
their money, they would be out of a job
And why is it that certain establishments like LaSalle's. Metamorphosis.
Finder's and Sound Associates, to
name a few. treat people decent and
ethers treat the students like dirt? It is
because these people know their
business depends on student traffic in
their stores and so they have a positive
attitude towards them
I have talked to a lot of people who
have the same feelings and have met
similar resistance. Is a little common
courtesy too much to ask for these
days? I think not

Jeff Gibson
318 Prout

forces of
darkness
The obvious and apparent character
of crime is sufficiently understood,
although its variations seem to be
chiefly of degree The rigors of
scientific testing and the closet of
scrutiny have established an

let's hear from you
The BG News welcomes all letters to
the editor and opinion columns Letters
may comment on any other letter
column or editorial
Letters should be a maximum ol 300
words, typewritten We ask that
columns be no more than four typed
pages triple-spaced
The News maintains the right to edit
all submissions that exceed these
limits, with respect to the laws ol libel
and proper taste
Letters and columns must include the
authors name, address and phone
number and may be mailed to the
Editor, co The BG News. 106
University Pall

unequivocal
relationship
between
crime prevention and punishment-the
harsher the punishment, the less likely
is,i crime to reoccur.
If one recalls the circumstances of
the Attica Prison riots when hundreds
of common criminals bathed
deliriously in the waters of anarchy for
almost a week before the force of
civilization reinstated itself, the point
is established it was the use of
modern weaponery such as Dum-Dum
bullets which was chiefly instrumental
in bringing order and civilization back
from the nethermost regions of hell
Therefore, we at Bowling Green
State University must not fall
prostrate before the lorces of
darkness. We must not allow the
innermost recesses of our being to
become hysterical by the mindless
slogans of those so called
humanitarians who would take issue
with the carefully thought out decision
by our campus police to use Dum-Dum
bullets to stop the monster of
criminality dead in its cancerous
tracks
Experience has taught us that it is
they, those self righteous advocates of
libertine thought, who have
consistently moved with tortoise
gradation in the face of criminal
anarchy, who would have the hands of
our campus police shackled with
deafening shouts of police brutality,
demanding that criminals be treated
with kindness and respect, that they be
allowed to exist in the pleasurable
quiescence of their criminal activity.
TO THIS we must say no No! No! A
thousand times no1
Criminals must be brought to bay.
must be taught that their crimes will
reap them no reward, that justice is
stronger than evil For evil and
criminality are everywhere, plagues
that haunt and skulk the darkened
night of Bowling Green State
UniversityRape, robbery, incest, murdereverywhere, they are everywhere,
waiting, being nurtured by an innate
corruption of the human mind that
sucks on evil the way a babe mouths
the brown of its mother's breast.
And so it is that our charnel
apprehensions are justified as these
grim legions of terror become more
real with the passing of time, as the
boil festers threatening us constantly
with its swollen pus. But alas, it is the
vigilance of the campus police which
gives the boil its daily lancing and so it
is that they must have their tools, the
tools to safeguard.
Dum-Dum bullets are just one of the
tools In time. we. the abiders of law
and order, hope to see the arsenal
become pregnant with other toolsflamethrowers, mortars, the Galling
gun.So let this be the message which
resounds through the realms of the
subterranean night of Bowling Green:
Criminals must be exterminated
Alan Holder
Graduate Asst

snowballs
Looks like the snow is back in
Bowling Green and along with it the
childish prank of snowball throwing
Throwing snowballs is not bad as long
as they don't hit anything Even that
isn't bad if it doesn't hurt when it hits
But, of course, it usually does
The recent breaking of windows is
totally uncalled for and very
expensive Serious injury can be
caused by the breaking glass, as if the
culprits didn't know. If you're going to
throw snowballs use common sense
and don't throw at that which can
break
I've also noticed students throwing
snowballs at cars This target practice
can be very dangerous A few weeks
ago I witnessed the bombing of a car by
several mad snowballers Besides the
driver being thoroughly pissed he also
lost control of his car and nearly hit a
stop sign Several dents were also
punched in the car's roof and sides
The snowballers didn't just chuck
their snowballs at ordinary cars, they
also took on the campus securityheaving a couple at them as they
slowly drove by
So far no one has been seriously
injured by a snowball, but sooner or
later someone will The campus
security hasn't caught anyone for
breaking windows or throwing at cars,
but I'm sure as soon as someone puts a
dent in one of their shiny new cars they
wi

"

Gerry Smith
124 Rodgers
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Lerrers
carnation
mystique
There must be a ceruin
mystique or prestige to
dining in the Carnation
Room instead of the Nest or
the Cardinal Room.
It must be because the
Carnation Room is set apart
from the rest of the Union, is
quieter, more serene, and
implies conservatism Whatever the reason I don't
know
I usually have tea in the
Union and upon getting
seconds the cashier told me
a second cup is free with the
same tea bag This includes
one pack of sugar, which I
though was very nice considering the inflation
problem
One day in the Carnation
Room I decided to have my
second cup The cashier in
this elite'' place charged a
friend and I five cents
apiece for just hot water
It's true, so don't gel ripped
off in the Carnation Room

bg basketball talent

for a second cup of hot water
with the tea bag you already
bought Ridiculous!
Andrew J Solus Jr
723JrdSt Apt B

snow
classes
This is primarily directed
towards the BG administration and anyone else who
had a say in holding classes
on Tuesday. Dec
3.
following the biggest snowstorm that Bowling Green
has ever seen
This University was in no
shape on Tuesday to accommodate all of the student
body who were supposed to
be here It was virtually
impossible to find a decent
parking space on this whole
campus Dec. 3. Classes
should have been postponed
at least until there was a
chance to clear out some of
the parking spaces
Personally. I am from the
Cleveland area, perhaps the
hardest hit area in the state,
also an area where a
majority of students come
from It was impossible for

me to leave Cleveland until
Tuesday afternoon because
of the driving conditions
And I am sure that many
students will attest to the
fact that incoming roads,
especially Route Six were
almost impassable. Also I75. Route 23 and Bowling
Green Road were not
exactly in the best of shape
While talking to quite a
few students. I found that
morning classes were very
sparsely populated and
afternoon classes were not
much better. So instead of
giving everyone University
excuses for not being in
class and missing vital notes
in the midst of finals week,
the University should have
held off one more day in
order to clean up the
campus and give a chance
for the rest of the state to
get organized.
And by the way; U I
happen to get a parking
ticket from Campus Safety
for parking in a place where
my car will not get stuck. I
will promptly mail it to the
appropriate office of the
administration They can
use it for a suppository
Tim Lelko
312 Anderson

campus

used poorly by coach

safety
gods?
In the asphalt jungle of
Bowling Green, where a
campus safety officer's life
is on the line with every
breath, the greater "knock-,
down capability" of semiflathead bullets is as necessary as bullet-proof under-

And I tell you. I'll sleep
better tonight knowing some
Owens Tech graduate whose
foot slips off my bumper
when he's writing a ticket is
now capable of drilling a
two Inch round tunnel
through my body.
Campus Safety Director
Shaffer says. "A professional policeman does not
fire warning shots " Like
god. a "professional" policeman makes no mistakes
Dan Dlugonski
Graduate Student

By Art Kowlster
Apt. », Havea Howe
Guest Student Columnist

press by passing, hopefully to the middle But Haley has our
guards dribbling down the sidelines Thai's poor coaching

The time has come to make a change Never again will
BG possess the talent, height, speed and experience of the
present squad ibasketball. that isi But I fear this team of
high potential will once again be "flushed down the drain"
because of one person
No. not Cash or Montgomery, who've been condoned
previously It's Haley. I. the undersigned, have followed
these Falcons, along with my buddies, avidly for three years
now. even traveling elsewhere during the week for games
We cannot stomach another game like the Toledo-BG
contest of last Saturday night
It is beyond us why. with a front line averaging 6'9" or
thereabouts. Haley has devised nothing but guard-oriented
patterns and plays, leaving the talent of the big boys to
hibernate There is also Haley's "Miracle 1-4 Offense "
Translated, this means that one player dribbles while the
remaining four stand, presumably growing roots from their
feel into the floor

That red rectangle on the floor by each basket is called the
three-second lane. Mr Haley There Isn't any quicksand or
landmines in there Contrary lo popular belief, it is
permissable to penetrate inside those lanes, just not for
more than three seconds Toledo Isn't worthy of holding any
of the Falcons' jock straps, let alone force them into
overtime to win They came close by moving on oflense and
hitting the man in the middle, and they did a damned decent
job of doing it Why didn't you take ram notes''
These seniors averaged 9(1 points per game as freshmen
Now. they hit 60 only in overtime When they last break
they blow the opponents ofl the floor There is an All
American candidate in "June" Cash Skip Howard Is so
underrated it isn't funnv Wingate is simply phenomenal, or
should be
So turn these guys loose and then see what happens M)
grandmother could coach these guys better and she's dead

Start savin'
that
Ol' News
again!

Larry Wingate, a blue-chip freshman out of New York
City, likes to get the team to move We can't have that, the
coach says, so Wingate "sets the pine" for all but four
minutes of the game, even though Steve Cooper was in the
midst of | three for 18 shooting night I'm not criticizing
Cooper, however. he was merely cold
JOHN HAVLICEK. all-star forward of the NBA Boston
Celtics, attributes moving without the ball to his success I'd
bet my life savings he'd love to defend any of the Falcons
Ex-Falcon and Detroit Pistons star Howard "Butch"
Konnves. also present at Saturday's game, wasn't voted AllAmerican by picking his nose and standing around He
moved
We think maybe Haley should attend a basketball camp
for a while, possibly at UCLA or Findlay College Maybe he
could pick up a pointer or two But with the tallest team in
the nation, why does he continue to keep the big boys out of
the middle''

GIGOLO
This week presenting
PUNKS

The guards are content to take the twenty-footer That is
poor coaching And 1 was always taught to break a zone

Don't Miss Thursday Night Special
Fri. & Sat. - 50c Cover
OPENINGS FOR TEAS

WEEKEND SPECIAL
Cash and Carry
Long Stem Red Roses *4.50 a doz

The Flowerhouse
428 E. Wooster

!*»•»» lattrm r*m

COCA
COLA

353-1045

6-12 oz. cans

H 25
FRITO'S
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THURSDAY IS STUDENT NIGHT • I.D.
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NOW PLAYING!
EVE. 7:15 & 9:15

Sat. Mat. at 2:00 - Sunday at 2:00 & 4:30
WILLIE AND CY ARE BUDDIES HAVING THE
LAUGH OF THEIR LIVES PLAYING AMATEUR
COPS...BUT IT'S NO LAUGHING MATTER!

FRESHMEN

SAM B'S PARTY STORE
107 State St.

TWOALLBCCFPATT
ICSSPCCIALSAUCt
LCffVCCCMftSCS

CARROLL
ERNEST
O'CONNOR BORCNINE
LAW AND
DISORDER

II s not any one Ihmg thai makes a Big Mac taste great
But a lot ot delicious things put together
Isn l that interesting''

m,

1050 S. MAIN
1470 E. WOOSTER

CINEMA n

Now 2nd Week!

*

EVE. 7:00,8:30 410:00 )f
Sat. Mat. at 2:00 • Sun. Mat. at 2:00, 3:30 & 5:00 J

IF YOU MISSED US DURING THE FALL QUARTER ARMY R0TC IS STILL
OPEN FOR WINTER QUARTER REGISTRATION. JUST ADD MILITARY
SCIENCE 102 TO YOUR SCHEDULE.
MS 102 SECTION W2577
MS 102 SECTION W2578
MS 102 SECTION W2579

10:00
3:00
11:00

M,W
M.W
T,R
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NOT 10 If CONIUSID
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SIMS HEROES'

FOR FURTHER DETAILS CALL CPT. TOM WHIPPLE AT 3722477 or
stop in at MEMORIAL HALL, ROOM 157.

MIDNIGHT MOVIES!
FRIDAY AND SATURDAY
Tickets on sale at 11:30
ALL SEATS
NEIL YOUNG'S NEW FILM CREA TION

n

"Journey Thru The Past"
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Consumer union established
to inform students, faculty

ussian hierarchy
may see changes
•from pog« on»
srii
lo

The Soviet government
, Hows from nearly 90 heavily
populated ministries The
nj I cabinet of almost four score
ministers and state comI
mittee chiefs is headed by a
.premier, one first deputy
t. ItJ
and 10 deputy premiers The
average age of all these
leaders is. astonishingly,
something like 63

!

Last year, in a sudden
burst of genial expansiveness. Brezhnev let it be
known that when he wasn't
In town. Mikhail M Suslov
presided at Politburo
meetings If both he and
Suslov were absent. Andrei
P. Kirilenko would preside
BREZHNEV
member of
"troika " with
Podgorny. the
and Premier
Kosygin

has been a
a sort of
Nikolai V.
president,"
Alexei N.

By BUI Sanders

Neither of those la a likely
candidate to assume the
burdens of top party boas.
Both are probably close to
retirement. Kosygin will be
71 and Podgorny 72 nest
month.
Suslov, a dour Ideologist
and holdover from the Stalin
era Politburo, is now 73.
Thus, attention turns to Kirilenko, himself at 68 the
same age as Brezhnev
If
Kirilenko
should
succeed to the top party
position, though, it seems
likely it would be with far
less power and authority
than Brezhnev has been
enjoying in his recent years
KIRILENKO might, in
fact, represent a sort of
caretaker, in a collective
leadership arrangement to
bridge the gap between
older and younger generations of leadership.

During private meetings In December at the RambovilUt
chateau near Paris, Soviet Communist Party loader Leonid
areihnev gestures to French President Valery Giicaid
d'Estalng. A month later, rumors abound concerning the
ailing health el the Soviet leader. (AP Newsphoto)

LOQQOrS
Confer

A new campus organization, the Student Consumer
Union (SCU). is currently
being created to better
inform University students
and faculty about local consumer affairs.
The proposed concept of
SCU is to tell students where
they can obtain various
common goods and services
in Bowling Green at the best
price, according to SCU
chairman George Dunlap.
sophomore IB.A.).
The evaluation will be
made by checking various
sample items in area businesses and then making the
comparative findings available to the University popu
la lion
Dunlap said the publication of comparative costs
might encourage some
retailers to lower prices to
become more competitive,
but that is not the initial
purpose of SCU. He also

Title IX triggers athletic controversy
• from page one
"There are still too many
hassles involved (in
recruiting I and I feel that
the educational aspect of the
sport would then be overshadowed by the pressure to
win." Durentini said
"Most of our women don't
want to get in the vicious
cycle of recruiting and
scholarships." said Young.
"It's really lo our disadvantage from an educational context to have
scholarships, bul we have to
have them to compete and
this puts our coaches under
a lot of pressure They could
be devaslated by a losing
season "
"We've created
a
monster." Nehlen said "I
don't blame the women for
not wanting scholarships
although I feel that il a girl
has a lot of latent, she should
be rewarded "
The coaches and students
hope thai when the new

r

guidelines (or Title IX are
written and signed into law.
the inequities will be
remedied and changes will
be made
At least on the surface
there are inequities in
schools throughout
the
nation.
This summer. Boston
University's women rowers
won
the
national
championship.
Boston's
men's crew team at the time
had a budget of 135,000 and
two full-time coaches The
women had no money from
the school and a volunteer
coach
The women had to rent
boats from Kadcliffr and
trailers for the nationals
The round trip lo California
cost each team member
SI.000. which they earned
through bake sales, car
washes and a rowing
marathon in a pool In front
of the student union.
At another state college, a
women's track meet which

LOOK AT THESE I
AT
GRAY'S
STADIUM
PLAZA
SHOPPING
CENTER

_

had been scheduled for a
year was canceled a week
before the event because the
men's team needed the
track for practice
Closer to home, the budget
for Ohio Slate's men's
athletics amounted to f6
million while the women had
a $40,000 budget for the 1973
74 school year. This year,
the women's budget was
raised to $83,000.
At this University, the
men's athletic budget is
about $430,000 and the
women's is $35,000
"Of course." Young said,
"you understand that we
have to have that extra
money for grants in-aid and
recruiting. It's a shame,
but good athletes go where
the aid is and we need the
good athletes "

*
So? «T»
The woqien
in general
do
not want as much money as
the men have, but they said
$35,000 is insufficient.
"When we got the raise to
$35,000 two years ago, it was
adequate, but with inflation,
it is now inadequate." said
Hager.
Hager also said that she'

felt the University was
giving women a "fine"
program, but because of
lack of funds, they have to
use
"inadequate'
transportation and supply
their own meals.
"It's kind of hard to watch
the guys eat steaks while
you have lo go to
McDonald's," she explained.
When the women's field
hockey team travels on the
road, they are given $3 a day
for meals, which, in the
words of captain Oinny
McGee. "buys breakfast and
a half a lunch "
The basketball team,
according to Hager. is given
$2 a day for meals, and
overnights are almost
unheard of. The team had
one overnight trip Last year
which cost them $700
Ail-American
swimmer
Gail Sailer said extra
monetary support for the
women's swimming team
sometimes comes from
parents-usually In the
swimmer's hometowns.
Additional support comes
from alumni The swimming

team will have to have a
swimming marathon to
raise money to go to
Boulder. Colo., for national
competition. Sailer said
said.
Janet Rowe.
Hager's
secretary, is also paid from
the athletic budget.
"If we get the extra
money. I would like to use it
towards new training
facilities," Hager said
"The ones we have now are
inadequate
for
rehabilitation."
Hager forsees a training
room in the women's gym.
she said. She would also like
to give the individual teams
more money "to upgrade
their nutritional needs " She
would also like to bring a
doctor into the program
because the women are
negligent in getting•■ their
physicals.
"Title IX is good in that it
has made more people
aware of inequities in the
men's programs as well as
the women," said Hager
"Changes had to be made,
but Its too bad scare tactics
had to be used by the
government."

NOW! SEE IT AT BARGAIN PRICES!

newsnotes
Nixon rates
MOSCOW (API-Soviets who consult
their most authoritative reference book
for guidance on how to judge Richard M
Nixon will find a sympathetic portrayal
of the former president as a realist who
reduced American imperialism and
turned toward detente
The 18th volume of the (ireat Soviet
Encyclopedia, which came out this
week, devoted sizable space-more than
a full column lo the biography and
achievements of the ex-president
By contrast. John V. Kennedy
received about half a column in an
earlier volume and Lyndon B Johnson
less than one-fourth of a column

Layoff plans
i APi-Three major tire makers and
General Motors Corp announced new
layoff plans yesterday affecting about
3.900 workers nationwide
General Motors' spokesman at
Lonisiown
Ohio, said production
cutback alterations would mean layoff
of an additional 2,100 workers at the
Vega-Astre assembly plant in
l.ordsiown but also meant a delay in a
planned production rale reduction in
Flint. Mich
Goodyear Tire It Rubber Co..
Firestone Tire & Rubber Co.. and
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BIC PENS
Pack of 4

The Trial
Billy Jack
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Starring DELORES TAYLOR
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Holds 24 cartridges
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Alpine Village Restaurant
Featuring

352-7Z48

WASHINGTON (AP)-The Labor
Department reported yesterday that a
record 813.600 persons filed new claims
for unemployment insurance benefits
during the week ended Dec. 28 That
raised the total of new claims filed last
month to more than 2.8 million
nationwide
The one-week total was the highest
number ever recorded since the
unemployment compensation program
started paying benefits in 1937 during
the last years of the Great Depression,
the department said

Mideast visit
(AP)-The Shah of Iran, an
increasingly powerful Mideast ruler,
arrived on an official visit to Egypt
yesterday for the first time since 1952.
Egyptian Information Minister Kamal
Abul Magd said the purpose of the
Shah's visit is to "put an end to the
rivalry of power between Arab nations
and Iran."

I Save the
I News
HOWARD'S
CLUBH
THUR.-FRI.-SAT.
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German and Italian Food

NEXT
WEEK
WED. &THUR.

STADIUM VIEW
PLAZA

HITS OF THE
50's & 60s

352-5221

with
D.J. Wally Jr.

Mon. - Thurs.

20-50% OFF

COLLEGE EVENING SPECIAL
Choice of Spaghetti $195
or
Lasagna $225
includes
Toss salad, Bread & Butter & Coffee or Tea

BADDOG

CREWEL, NEEDLEPOINT AND
EMBROIDERY RIOT
Entire Needlework Inventory
Best Selection in Northwest Ohio
Cor. of
N. Main
&

Court
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Unemployment

Panavision"
[PO[ tmm

CASSETTE

CARRYING
CASE

Seiberling Tire & Rubber Co . all of
Akron, announced work force reductions
totaling 2.048 nationwide, some effective
midnight today but most generally by
Jan 20

NOW!

BEER & POP
Prices Good Now Thru Sun.. Jan. 12

■■BUSINESSES are logically out for their own good in
pricing their items and consumers should learn to do
the same when purchasing
them." Dunlap explained.
He said SCU had "no intentions of attacking business
practices, but rather to
inform students of the
options they can take advantage of when shopping.''
SCU, Dunlap said, will
eventually be organised into
committees which
will
report on seven different
categories, including food
items, school supplies,
clothing,
medicine and
dtugs. automobiles and servicing, banking and offcampus housing.
In addition to the publication of comparative prices.
SCU will also act as a source
for other consumer informa-

tion, problems and complaints. Dunlap said a "Consumer Hot Line" for immediate information is anticipated in the future.
SCU IS an independent
organization, and has been
officially recognised by the
University, which Dunlap
calls an advantage.
"Businesses will give us
more attention since we are
linked with a major state
university." he said He
added that SCU will remain
independent of the Student
Government
Association
since the group is more relevant to the general public
than to government.
Dunlap estimated it will
be at least two weeks before
SCU will become operative.
A formal charter is being
composed, and various committees are being formed.
Any student interested in
doing volunteer work for
SCU should contact Dunlap
at 372 1503. or Sharon Hall.
S72-5608.

ADULTS »1.00-CHILD 50e

ICE COLD

SUPER SUNDAY HALFTIME SPECIALS

explained that no attempts
will be made to determine
which stores are better than
others.

Monday • Thursday Evenings 5:30-10:00
117 N. MAIN - 353-0512
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Year's bankruptcies may hit 231,660
By The ArnriiM Pros
Rising coils and soaring
unemployment have led
thousands o( Americans to
seek relief from debt by
going broke. Legally.
The Administrative Office
of the United States Courts
says that if bankruptcy pen
tions continue at the current
rate, there will be a record
131 .HO in the current fiscal
year ending June 30
The previous all-time high
number of bankruptcies was
in 1967, when 209.329 individ-

uals and businesses filed
petitions in U.S. district
courts, largely because of
what government officials
called "a big overeztension
in consumer credit.''
AN ADMINISTRATIVE
office spokesman blames
the current situation on
"inflation and recession and
the state of the economy.
The Federal Bankruptcy
Act provides that you can go
bankrupt if your debts add
up to more than your assets
and you have no way of
paying the bills.

Schoolhouse allotment,
subjected to criticism
The "little red schoolbouse" which was donated
to the University by the
Prank E Under family of
Norwalk. attracted criticism yesterday from Ohio
House Minority leader
Charles Kurfess (R Bowling
Green)
Kurfess said he had
written the State Controlling
Board "to express continued
reservation about spending
tSO.000 of stale funds to relocate a historical 'little red
schoolhouse' on the Bowling
Green Stale University
campus."
Kurfess said that according to local news accounts,
only $22,000 in additional
contributions would be
needed for the project, since
more than $14,000 in private
donations had already been
raised. Volunteer help would
also reduce the expense
Although Kurfess said he
was opposed to using public
monies for the project, he
has supported the project if
it was moved through private donations.
Originally, the plans for
relocating the schoolhouse
bad been to reduce the cost
from (75.000 to 135.000 by
using student help through

the industrial education and
technology departments
Despite the potential
reduced costs because of
volunteer help. Kurfess said
the Controlling Board had
still been asked to appropriate tSO.000 for the relocation
The appropriation was
passed because of the lack of
the needed private donations
"I cannot in good conscience." Kurfess said.
"request this board to
refuse to release the monies
in as much as I have long
felt that this board should
reflect legislative desires
and intents to the greatest
extent possible."
However, be added, "This
entire undertaking is reflective of what I presume is a
rather common situation, to
wit. thai when public funds
are available for a project,
the cost is often considerably greater than if undertaken by private auspices."
Kurfess said.
Dr. David G. Elsass, Dean
of the College of Education,
who has been spearheading
the schoolhouse project, was
out of town yesterday.

The government says
most bankruptcy petitions
almost 90 per cent in 1974
are filed by individuals. You
cannot file for bankruptcy
more than once every six
years.
Going bankrupt will
enable you to settle virtually
all your debts-even if you
don't have enough money to

pay off every creditor.
GOING BANKRUPT also
means that you will have to
give up most of your
property in order to pay off
as much of your debt as
possible.
An administrative office
spokesman says a major
aim of the bankruptcy law is
"to give the poor, but honest

debtor a chance for a fresh
start in life."
Separate provisions of the
law are designed to provide
help for debtors who don't
actually want to go bankrupt. If you can't pay your
bills now. but have a steady
source of income and just
need some time to
straighten out your f

you can file for help under
the relief chapters of the
bankruptcy act.
This way you can work out
a plan under court auspices
to pay your bills. You will
have to pay all the money
you owe. but you won't lose
your property and you won't
be harassed by creditors in
the interim

Oil price increase expected
WASHINGTON (APIPresident Ford is expected
to announce soon a national
energy policy relying on oil
taxes and tariffs to cut
demand, and on opening new
federal oil fields to increase
supply
An informed administration source said Tuesday
the President accepted
recommendations centered
on deliberately increasing
oil prices $3 per barrel but
was still pondering how to
compensate for the resulting
economic impact
The oil price increase
could raise gasoline prices
74 rents a gallon and draw
some $18 6 billion a year
from the economy at
present demand levels The

source said this would be
offset by a proposal for
general tax reductions.
The energy policy would
reject direct limits on oil
imports, reduction of fuel
allocations, and gasoline
rationing.
MASSIVE stockpiling of
oil for emergencies would
not be proposed, the source
said, but would be studied by
the National Petroleum
Council, an industry
advisory group.
Nor was Ford expected to
propose
automobile
efficiency standards or a
horsepower tax But the
source said auto makers
have agreed to improve
vehicle mileage 40 per cent,

so their I960 models would
average about 20 miles per
gallon.
Ford's energy policy was
expected, however, to
propose federal standards or
lax credits to improve
building insulation.
In conjunction with the $3
excise tax, administration
sources said Ford will
outline a plan to set a
guaranteed minimum on the
price paid for imported oil.
THE PURPOSE would be
to guarantee a stable
income to insure development of new oil sources
while keeping up current
production levels.
Developers of alternate
sources of energy would be
guaranteed a price equal to

that now paid for oil.
Preparation of the
national energy policy began
last January when former
President Richard M Nixon
ordered a "Project Independence Blueprint." II was
delivered to Ford in
November
Since then the administration has been shaping its
policies for presentation in
Ford's first State of the
Union address later this
month and probably in a
separate energy message to
Congress,
whose
cooperation would be
needed
Ford has set a goal of
reducing U.S. oil demand
one million barrels a day by
the end of this year.

City proposes o bowling green
Bowling Green is planning
a bowling green
What?
Yes. Bowling Green is
planning a bowling green
According to Daniel
Rodesky. director of parks
and recreation, construction
of a bowling green is
included in the 1975 proposed
city budget
Council musl approve the
proposed budget before it
goes into effect. Rodesky
said he did not know when
Council will vote on the
budget

A bowling green is a level
area especially made for
lawn bowling. Rodesky said.
"It's just like bowling on
an indoor alley." he
explained, "but this is on a
green-just like a golf green.
It is a highly maintained
facility."
RODESKY SAID the site
for the unique sport has not
yet been chosen, but if city
council passes the budget,
construction of the alley
should begin this spring.

A long-range goal of the
city park and recreation
department is a recreation
area specifically for senior
citizens. Rodesky said such
an area would be a convenient location for the
bowling green because the
senior citizens could easily
take advantage of the
facility.
If it would be open to the
general public. Rodesky said
overuse of such a
specialized area could
become a problem.
"It would have to be

supervised if it was open to
the public." he explained.
According to Rodesky, (he
one alley will cost the city
about $15,000 Funds for the
project, he explained, would
possibly come from the
capital improvement
allocations of the city's
general fund.
"The bowling green is
probably more of a symbol
for Bowling Green than a
functional thing." Rodesky
said. "It's through the
coincidence of our name."

Job interview sign-ups scheduled
The first job interview
sign-ups for winter quarter
will be held today from 4:305:30 p.m. for school schedules and tomorrow from 3-4
p.m for non-school schedules
All sign-ups will be held in
the Forum. Student Services
Bldg A data sheet or
resume must be presented
at the time of the sign-up
BUSINESS
Jan. IS
THE ARMOUR-DIAL
CO. Salesman B&M business Immediate positions.
December grads only

lm.it
DETROIT BANK AND
TRUST-Management trainee: B/business
SEIDMAN ■ SEIDMANStaff
accountant:
BAM marketing
CHESEBOROUGH
PONDS., Inc.-CANCELED
Jan. 21
CLEVELAND TRUST CO.

(citizenship reqd. I-Branch
management trainee:
B business or finance.
STAMCO DIVISION OF
MONARCH-CANCELED.
Jaa.22

ARMSTRONG CORK. CO.
(citizenship reqd. I-Marketing sales trainee: B/business or liberal arts Must be
geographically flexible
KAUFMANN'S (citizenship reqd i--Executive trainee in retailing: B&M'business or liberal arts.
OHIO
CELED.

BELL-CAN-

EASTMAN KODAK CO.
(permanent visa or citizenship reqd i -Applied math,
distribution, forecasting and
planning, systems design
and comp tech. sales i tech
and non-tech): B&M math
statistics, econ, inf. systems, procurement mat..
production and operations,
computer science and mar-

203 N. Main

W. U.l lr.,h Do.fh

Fast FREE Delivery
IN OUR PORTABLE OVENS

Phone 1352-51661
4:30 P.M.-1 AM. Da*. - 2 AM. Fri. * Sat.
NO PtrCI INCHAtU
SIZES
$155

II lack

$1.90

Each Item Add

.30

.40

Extra Cheese

25

.30

$2.55

$3.25

Deluxe*

14 kKfc

IS lack

$2.45
.SO
.35
$4.25

$3.50
65
.43
$5.70

• Dtrrua. — imth$4»% >ii«<fwi, ScvMf*. Mmhr-—t,
GfMn NHWH >*4 On**-**
EMS

Np|W—I

M.

•

•

UiMfi

Or-** •»•»*-«

So« Drrt in 16

M.

Jan. 23
EASTMAN
Jan 22 listing

CARNATION
changed to Jan. 28.

CO. -

KODAK sec

Jan. 24
EASTMAN

HOBART CORP.-see Jan
22 listing.
MFG. NAT'L. BANK OF
DETROIT (citizenship
reqd l-Branch officer trainee H business commercial credit analyst: MBA:
programmer (entry level):
11 romp Kt.; auditor (junior 1: B/accntg

SCHOOLS
Jan. 2*
BALTIMORE
CO.
BOARD OF EDUCATION
Business education; guidance and counseling; home
economics; industrial arts;
math; music; reading; science: special education (all
areas).

ually Impaired: K-8; deaf
and hard of bearing: K-8;
work /study coordinators: 912; EMR consultant-supervisor; LBD teacher consul
lants; speech and hearing
therapists; school psychologists.
SPRINGFIELD CITY
SCHOOLS--AI1 grades and
subjects.

•
•

M—hr—nit
OW

•
•

Or. loaf
Aacfcwrln

tot** PtFSl- 7 UP • Oft. KPKft 309

Kathleen J McCarthy and W. Shawn Walsh received the
Harold "Andy" Anderson Scholarships during half-time of
the Bowling Green-Toledo basketball game last Saturday
The $260 scholarships which will pay for the two
sophomores' spring quarter tuition and fees, are named in
memory of the late Harold Anderson who was basketball
coach and athletic director at the University for 23 years.
The scholarships are given annually to students living in a
50-mile radius of Toledo.

/Honey donafed
The News held its quarterly "Save The News" drive last
month, and netted $53 10 the newsprint was purchased by
the Electra Manufacturing Corporation of Wauseon.
The News donated the money to the Environmental
Studies Center The next drive will be held at the end of
winter quarter
Plan on helping the News and the Environmental Studies
Center by beginning to save the News now

Vandalism reported
Three incidents of vandalism are being investigated by
city police Thomas Walters. 850 Sixth St, Apt. 11 reported
that two of his cars, a 1984 Nova and a 1965 Corvette, were
vandalized Tuesday afternoon Damage was estimated at
$250
Larry Vogtsberger. 850 Sixth St . reported Tuesday night
that someone had broken into his 1972 Oldsmobile and
vandalized the console and glove compartment.
A car belonging to Gary Sabo. Portage, was vandalized
while parked at the Stadium Plaza Cinema, 1600 E
Wooster St between 7-10 p.m. Tuesday. The window vent
of the car was broken and five tapes and two speakers
were missing.
A soft drink vending machine was vandalized at the
Amco Service Station at the corner of Wooster Street and
Interstate 75. but nothing was reported missing
The theft of tapes and a cassette from a vehicle parked
at 751 High St was also reported Tuesday.
Kenneth A McClenic. 103 Fifth St., Apartment B5. was
arrested Monday on charges of tampering with records
and receiving stolen properly. McClenic summoned police
to unlock his car after he locked the keys inside When he
was asked for identification by the police, McClenic
produced two operator's licenses, one which had been
stolen and bore a false birthdate. He will appear in
Bowling Green Municipal Court today at 11 a.m.

Concert canceled
A concert featuring music faculty members Rex Eikum
and Andreas Poulimenos originally scheduled for 8 p.m.
tomorrow in the Recital Hall has been rescheduled due to
illness It will be presented Friday. Jan. 24.

The BGSU Jewish Student Group
invites you to:

THE CELEBRATION
OF SHABBAT
This and every Friday
at 6:30 in Prout Chapel

Jaa. 21

KODAK-see

Jan. 22 listing.

AGENCIES
Jaa. 21
INTERNAL REVENUE
SERVICE
(citizenship
reqd. (-Revenue agent:
B/acctg.; revenue officer:
B business, special agent:
B/acctg.;
tax auditor:
B business

BALTIMORE
CO.
BOARD OF EDUCATION
see Jan. 20 listing.

COACH'S

Jaa.22

SCOTCH PLAINS FAN
WOOD All grades and subjects.
SPECIAL EDUCATION
SERVICE CENTER-EMR:
K-12. LBD: K-8; orlhoped
ically handicapped: K-8; vis-

^feb^dWJA.

Come to our

STORE REDUCTION SALE
for
ENTIRE STOCK of BLOUSES reduced 20 to 50%
(Thurs.-Fri.-Sat. ONLY)
Car Coats, Jackets
Now ALL reduced 40%
Slacks, Jeans
reduced 20% to 50%
Sweaters, Dresses - Selected Styles
Now reduced 25% to 50%

Sweaters (Cardigans, V-neck, Turtleneck,

•owlino Green, Ohio

K>HW - 1* hick

HOBARTCORP. (citizenship reqd. )-Accounting trainee B/acctg.. materials
management trainee: B/ind.
tech. (mfg 1. mgmt (procurement and mail's.). or
mgmt. (production and operation).

STATE FARM-Auditing
trainee: B/acctg. (at least
21 hours acctg. (GPA
greater than or equal to
3.0); programmer trainee:
B&M/any major with minimum 9 hours of data processing (GPA greater than or
equal to3.0)

January 1475

BIG SAVINGS

£iisane

Cheese

keting.

Anderson awards

Vests)
Reduced 30% to 50%
Entire Stock Long Dresses & Skirts Reduced 25% to 50%
Purses-Leather, Vinyl, Corduroy, Suede Reduced 20% to 50%
Entire Stock Leather Dress Gloves... Now 25 to 50% off
Selected Scarves, Hats
Reduced 30% to 50%
Entire Stock Sleepwear & Lounge Wear
20% to 50% off
(Thurs. • Fri.-Sat ONLY)
Slippers, Scuffs
Now reduced 50%
MANY UNLISTED ITEMS
REDUCED IN EVERY DEPT.

THE POWDER PUFF 525Ridge

CUP N SAVE
Friday
•flKTH^Bra " a.-.,™, „

V^ iti 1. ..(IS*'

.Saturday

rw*. 6/The M News, Ihot«*oy, January I, 1975

Harrison album centers on chants
Marly

DnMru*i;
George Harrison emerged from oil sell-imposed semiretirement at the end of 1874 la doing so, be fittingly
rounded out whit may beat be described as the year of the
unwarranted comeback.
Harrison s end-of-the-year activity caused quite a stir
First, there was the excitement generated by the fact that
be was the first Beatle to mount a major American tour
since the Beatles' last appearance in the United States in

Review
This excitement was quickly overshadowed, however, by
the relatively disastrous reports generated during the first
days of the long-awaited tour.
Shows were not selling out. Audiences were often
belligerent. They wanted less Indian music-more Beatle
music. Harrison was reported to be openly upset with his
audiences' behavior. He would play the music he wanted to
play, and the way he wanted to play it.

- FEATURING -

1ml

Ckar Belied Sleaki aad
Ckopt
Full Coarse Family Dtaaer
II VARIETIES
PANCAKES 4 WAFFLES
Oeea Tact tare Sat. 7 JM
Smdays 7:Ss-7:N

1P

ironic since It features Harrison's wife Pattie, and her
current romantic interest, Eric Clapton
Side two features Harrison more in the role of a
thoughtful, creative songwriter and musician
The first song on the side, "Ding Dong, Ding Dong,"
pleasantly recalls Harrison's lighter efforts of the past. It is
an infectious tune reminiscent of both "Wah-Wah" and
"The Ballad Of Sir Frankie Crisp" on the "Ail Things Must
Pass" album.
The next two songs are equally good, although they are of
a much different mood. "Dark Horse" and "Far East Man"
are both haunting ballads that have all the beauty and grace
that could be seen In such Harrison songs as the title tune on
"All Things Must Pass."

The track record for superstar comeback albums was not
good last year. Dylan's "Planet Waves'' was sad. Clapton's
"Ml Ocean Boulevard" held a few brilliant surprises, but
was terribly uneven. And, Crosby, Stills, Nash, and Young
simply bowed out awkwardly, releasing a greatest hits
package.
Unfortunately. Harrison did nothing to reverse the trend.
"Dark Horse" I Apple SMAS-3418) Is an uneven effort that
seems to be marked by the same flaw that kept Harrison's
tour from being completely satisfying. It simply sounds like
it was thrown together too quickly, and with too little
thought.

IOON SPECIALS DAILY

MUCH OF THE album sounds like filler. This is
particularly true of side one. It opens with a shallow
instrumental wittily entitled Han s On Tour...(Express),"
and proceeds to run through four more songs which
tediously are alike.
Only Harrison's parody of the old Everly Brothers hit,
"Bye Bye. Love" stands out. It is a break from the incessant
chant-like character of the other songs, and it is pleasantly

INTEREST in the hobo and the wandering life is a loose
thread running throughout the album. It is obvious in the
album's title. This song is skillfully done in the folk
tradition, with McLean's unique voice accompanied only by
his own guitar and harmonies sung by Pete Seeger.
The vagabond theme is somewhat less apparent in the
album's several romantic ballads These talk of longings,
and the need to be free, but they stand best as simple love
songs sung by a sensitive artist.
The only time these ballads seem to run against the grain
of the album is when McLean attempts to add tush string
accompaniments, as in the cases of "Wonderful Baby" ana
"You Have Lived." These additions make the songs not only
overly-dramatic, but out of keeping with the simple acoustic
feel of the album as a whole
"Homeless Brother'' shows McLean to be a particularly
impressive artist, who has wrongly fallen into neglect due to
his failure to successfully follow up "American Pie."
His voice is one of those that is truly recognizable for its
pleasing sound and the emotional empathy it stirs up. This
empathy is matched in his ability as a songwriter, as is
particularly apparent in the story he weaves around Andrew
McCrew.

DAILY CROSSWORD PUZZLE

OPEN RUSH TONIGHT
7 p.m.-9 p.m.

Copf '75

ACROSS
1 Stars and —
8 Yemenites
IS Strives for a
Gal: Colloq.
ascs again
1G — one (compliment one's excellence) : Slang
M'irase
etrie unit of
area
18 Astrological sign
10 Brazilian timber
tree
SI Radar's relative
22 Little, in music
23 Eddy
25 Etta USNA grad.
27 Southern farmer
29 Year: Sp.
SO Material for a
sculptor
31 Puzzlement:
Colloq.
88 "As Maine goes
— the nation"
86 Relatives of
spuds

Free Refreshments

autani

"American Pie." The only song which approaches it in style
is "The Legend Of Andrew McCrew'-a story of a hobo
found dead at the side of the tracks, who was mummified
and put in a carnival side show

ALTHOUGH "Dark Horse" never reaches what could be
considered great creative heights, it is a consistently
pleasant album. The good material is striking, and even the
poor material is made listenable by merit of the pleasing
sound carried on each track.
Both the production and Harrison's ethereal, otherworldly voice keep this record pleasant to (be ear.
Don McLean, although never a "registered" superstar, is
another artist who has emerged from semi-obscurity with a
new album. His offering, "Homeless Brother" (United
Artists UA I.A315 G). contrasts sharply with "Dark Horse"
in the obvious care taken In both the writing and
performances found on it.
It is a delightfully eclectic album-covering diverse
musical styles and lyrical themes.
None of the songs on "Homeless Brother" are as wistfully
humorous or mysterious as McLean's magnum opus.

KAPPA SIGMA

412 EAST WOOSTER
BANQUET ROOM

L Wo<*]

THREE WEEKS of nonstop rehearsals and recording
sessions had rendered Harrison's voice almost useless,
which did not help the situation.
Like* the other artists who returned from creative
graveyards last year. Harrison coupled his tour with the
release of a new album.

Come and Meet The Brothers
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87 Joyful exclamations
89 River into the
Llgurian Sea
40 Greek letter
41 Determined
48 Terminal: Abbr.
46 Student-workers: Abbr.
48 Athenian
e>rtico»
rra
60 Tippled
82 Miscalculate
6.1 Buddhist monks
54 "Random Harvest" author
56 Commuters
collectively
58 Nasal sound
effect
69 Stretch out
60 Cornered:
Colloq.
61 Campers-out
DOWN
1 Rose of —
2 Springtime
bracers
Roundup
"— later than
JDU think"
lush!
Corrode
Call briefly:
Colloq.
8 Noun suffix,
often deCreciative
oil's companion
10 City in
Tennessee
11 Great —, Canada
12 Kitchen utensil
IS Mold
15 Certain students
20 — and crafts

23
24
27
28
30
32
33
34

■rr

3D More often than
not: Phrase
42 English county
48 Asiatic deer
44 Distinguishing
Qualities
4". Handles: I.at.
47 Bench, old style
4!' Roomy pleasure
boat
51 Catnap
53 Memorable actor
55 Man's nickname
57 Good: Fr.

Sweeping strokes
Belles—
Argue at the bar
Laughing
Heart: Annt.
"Emperor," for
one: Abbr.
Certain fitted
dresses
Score more than
(a competitor)
Wrestler
Surfeit
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A truly "SUPER"' deal Qet ou'
•10 one
Super Sher*. with our
tegular golden-brown trench
Ines. and a regular soft drink

■Cf'l P'Ohbittd. <•■•(> Or
roalrrclod 0, la- local Bid
11010 Us pay a til* by Kta'O'
Olldf • ■***•• rtbtuit, 4. 1974

) Talk about BIG" deals1 You
(get our triple-deck Big Shot",
our tender, regular trench fries
(and a regular soil drink
|—BVUII.1II.I.UIMIA complete meal
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We are not responsible for mistakes unless notified on first day ol insertion
CAMPUS CALENDAR

winter and spring qtr
campus 352-4067

Januarys. 1975
The World Student Association will meet today in room 16 of
Williams from 2-4 p.m. Coffee hour sponsored by different clubs
and associations.

COUP0"

♦-4*»>

This it th« BIG one; A BIO pally
Of ground beef, broiltd ovei
open (limes, served on a toisted
bun. with laiiuca. tomalo. sweet
Onion, and meiied cheese

kOur Banqual on a Bunt
[Two open-flame broiled
*beelburgers topped wilh
^melted chee»e. our special
I sauce and chopped lettuce.

The Christian Science Oriaaiaauon will meet tonifbt at <:1S in
Prout Chapel. This Is a testimony meeUng - all are warmly invited.

f

HELP WANTED
Babysitter needed for Man or
Wed, morninjs sss-isni

Good oni. ai paM-c>pat>.>|
■»Fl" CKaf raaiauianla. V«MI
tanara p'oh>b<lad. taaad o>
'otixtad b* i»«. IO.. ai and
»tal» la* MIIUI by boaror
OMof oipuai Fobrua'y 4. 197»
t •,74*„.g*. Crt«l$rtt*«t l«C.

Babysitter every Tburs. U 304:30p.m. I child. ttl-OHO
SERVICES OTTERED

Party Room Available. 3614J4S
STORE YOUR BICYCLE THIS
WINTER Guaranteed safety
for your bike with inside
Jtoraie Only 110 BBAR 310 N.
Main.

An all-time lavorite! 100% fresh
ground beef, broiled over
open-flames, topped with
melted cheese

tS&tUiHXXXXS;.*

-•••ft »'a*■•■<•« ItM •>
■ttt«ci«J t>» 'a- l«*ai tno
tlala lai payatv* by boaror
Qllof oiperoa (obrwa*y 4. I ■* / S
C ■•,:• oWf C«o' S>i

The Mad Artists' Colony is alive
and well at the corner of S.
Prospect aad Byall. 10a.m. tot
pm MS Stop in aad look
around.

^86%
I A big favonte. only more of it'
(Two delicious beel patties, each
topped with a tangy slice of
| cheese

510 L WOOSTER
BOWLING OREEN

Good oni* ai parKipoline
■ u'|ti Cbai raaiowranu Vo-d
• ot.t proAiMod. laaod or
. loo Loco< t»J
ttolo lot payaMa by boor*'
OHor otf»««t rabfutfy 4. I9'S
■I S>»l«r*» I
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CUSTOM ENGAGEMENT
RINGS BY PH1UP MORTON.
THE WORKING HANDCRAFT
CENTER. 516 CONNEAUT
Decisions"' Need to talk'
Emotional t Material Preanancy Aid. 3tt-ttM.

Grad student needs 1 m. roommate Own room Call 364-63*2
after I pm.
One female wanted to tub-lease
apt for winter 4 spring qtrt
Two bedroom all utilities paid
except electric tSM.OO per
quarter CaU Karen 363-7174
North Grove Garden Apia
Female student to live in Rent
free as artist's model 363-IO10
for details.
Female roommate wanted
Winter/Spriag Haven House
176 rrw 36»-a>Moc3B>ia».

PERSONALS
SSMUSIC MAJORS**
We buy and sell your used music
Texts and Method books Little
Olde Music Shoppe. 131 North
Main St BG
All interested men - Open house
Delta L'psilon House. Jan. 12 7-0
p.m. Nations only non-secret
Fraternity
Exec Committee chairman of
Brothers of AEPi-—Thanx for
the good Umes fall quarter
Darryl.
The Brothers of Beta Theta Pi
would like to congratulate our
all-campus intramural champs
-Mike Moore. Bill Barefoot |3
man basketball > and Brian
Dacy I Badmltton I

Hawkeye. Your Beta little
diamond wishes you good luck
this quarter! Love. Diane.
rORSALE
While it s sUII a buver s market
- Honda 760. Kawasaki 900.
trailer. 352 M43 odd hours
10 x 36 mobile w S x 12 tipout
*;S00 623-7M6.
Green girls bike with basket
*15 Call Nancy 352-aoa
Stereo AM-FM phonograph.
multiplex jack svstem. 620. Call
Nancy 362-6029
Fender F-65 Acoustic Guitar
New fac overhaul, per cond
4160 362-0461.
Used ski equip. - 176 cm Harts
w Tvrolia bindings: 7'i Reicker
boots 364-4712

Female roommate needed, winler/sprisg quarters 363 60W or

Kathy - to one of the greatest
people in the world' Congrats
on President, and look to that 21
day! UTB. Love. Sallie

1 f. roommate, grad or teaior,
own bedroom. 36S4BSJ or Rm
601E4lBkH

DAVID. Here's hoping your
winter quarter is Beta fabulous:
Your Little Diamond. Deborah

Cherry Hill Village leasing
Club House with indoor heated
pool Office hours 9-6 M-F. 663
Napoleon Rd Suite 5.351-4H6

Garage space to rent. CaU S7J4706 after 6 p.m.

Student discount memberships
now available Bee Gee Health
Spa 7th and High Street.

2 bdrm. unfurn Univ Village.
382^1*4.

Congratulations Linda and
Jayne on your activation! UTB
Your Delta Gamma Sisters.

3 bdrm. borne for married
couple 6200/ mo Phone 35J
7M1

Congratulations to Alan aad
Tool on your TKE-Gamma Phi
Beta Lavalierlng The Brothers

Preferred Property Rentals.
Houses and Apartments. 3619378

1 feo. roommate aeeded winter
aad/ar spriag ttl/mo. Rent
paid tan Feb. 16. SO) Sir. Call

WANTED
Need I f. roommate for winter
and/or spriag qtr. Call 311 MOt

near

lMr*
Female

i. suaios
roommate

aeeded

FOR RENT

''.••«liart

Thurtdoy. January 9, 1975, Tha BG N.wi, »ag. 7

Cash changes outlook

The name's the same, but...
BULLETIN
Tke
K.lo
cageri
•rasped ■ *Ml fecUtoa io
Syraeasc
Uaiversity
lait
Bight al Syraeasc, N.Y. Tka
Oraagemea Jaasaea1 alt to t
1M lead la HM aacaiac
mla.tr. al tke easiest aaa
■ever trailed
thereafter.
Syrarair led al kail time by
a 4S-ZS margla.
By Dick Reel
Aialttaat Sports Edlter
He still wears number 42
on his jersey He is still a
starting forward in the
Bowling Green lineup And
his name is still Cornelius
Cash
Yet the man who dazzled
Falcon hoop fans as a
sophomore and then dls
appointed many last season
as a junior with inconsistent
performances, has changed
in his senior season
The reason is simple.
"IT'S WANTING to win."
Cash said "It's my last
year We've got the talent,
and I want to win the
conference title badly and
go on to a post-season
tourney."
Cash
has
changed-obviously for the better both
mentally
and
physically this year The
physical change has seen the

former Dayton Dunbar star
shed close to IS pounds of
extra weight that hampered
his mobility last winter
"I have lost since last
year." he explained "Last
year I was carrying excess
weight
This weight I'm
carrying now is solid "
The weight
loss has
resulted in performances by
Cash that have BG cage
buffs reminiscing about his
initial varsity season two
years ago. That year saw
Cash rank as the nation's
eighth best rebounder with a
15.2 average He also led the
Falcons in scoring with an
IS-point norm
LAST SEASON. Cash was
somewhat of a disappointment Although he did not
match his sophomore form,
he still was BG's top scorer
113.9 > and rebounder < 12 41
"I wasn't concentrating
last year like I am now."
Cash said "I was going into
the games not ready to
play "
Cash said he has changed
his mental outlook on the
game
this
season
One
reason for the switch is that
the
powerful
hoop
performer now has leader
ship responsibility He is one
of the Falcon co-captains
along with Skip Howard
When I was a sophomore.

coach Haley asked me to be
captain, but I said no."
Cash explained, it's a lot of
responsibility But it's a lot
different now I'm a senior,
and I've got to be a leader "
"JUNE" said the most
difficult part of being a
leader is going out and
hustling
during
every
practice and during games
I try to hustle all the
time
But it's so damn
hard." he explained. "It's
hard to do it I go all out I day
in and day out Some days I
really feel down But I just
try to do the best I can "
Cash said his main goal as
a co-captain is to "get
everyone up for a game "
"Before a game, me or
Skip will say a prayer or
something to get everyone
motivated."
he
said
"Sometimes, we ask one of
the younger players to do it.
and it has worked pretty
good "
It is obvious that the
changes
by
Cash are
benefitting him, and also his
teammates
"Everyone's putting out."
he said "F.veryone wants to
play and to win the MAC I
do especially "
THE (-7, 215-pound senior
is currently averaging 15 .1
rebounds per contest, tops
for BG and also best in the

MAC
His
158 scoring
average makes him BG'I
second-leading scorer and
9th in the loop
Rebounding
comes
naturally to Cash, but he
said he worked hard during
the summer to refine his
offensive talents
"CERTAIN TIMES when
I get down low and get
position on a player. 1 want
the ball." he explained "I
don't think I can be stopped
inside, because I have a lot
of moves and I can do a lot
of tilings with the ball
Earlier in the veai.

—

Steve
Cooper
(Faic'dn1"^
guard I wasn't getting-^"''
ball to me early enough^"'
Cash continued "Now, hes"
getting the passes to me; as "'
soon as I get open and we're""'
working well together "
With the toughest part of
the
conference
schedule
lying ahead. Cash is hepeful
that BG ran continue Us "
winning ways and captare r
the MAC title
After
all.
he wafits
something to show (or all
the hustle and leadership '
that has become a major'*
part of hnn this year.

1

Try!.

BG booters honored
Six members ot the Falcon soccer team have-,
received post sivison honors
Senior co captain Bod Lewis topped the award list
when he was named honorable mention all Americanand second team all Midwest He was also a first'
team selection in the Mid American Conference''
(MAO and all-Ohio balloting
Teammates Rich Cotton. Steve Cabalka and Steve
Kittelberger received honorable mention in the alK%.
Ohio voting
;'.;
Cabalka. Kittelberger and Bob Boss also werd|:f''
named first team all MAC choices while Cotton and:''
Bart Hayden were second team league picks.
The Falcon booters posted a 6-3-1 record and took
second plac em the Ohio Collegiate Soccer Association! ,-ijl
last fall
■- ij
.♦>ft
.•■<:

All-pro selections announced ~J
!

NEW ORLEANS lAPlSuper
Bowl
opponents
Minnesota and Pittsburgh
claimed five places on The
Associated Press all-Pro
football
team
announced
yesterday
Minnesota, the National
Conference champion, was
represented by offensive
tackle Ron Yary, who was
named to-the team for the
third consecutive season.
and defensive tackle Alan
Page, elected for the fifth
straight year

Changes in attitude and physical condition have h.lped
falcon Mnior eager Cornelius Cash (42) got off to a goad start

Pittsburgh's
represents
lives were defensive tackle
Joe Greene, defensive end
L. C. Greenwood and line
barker Jack Ham.

Only
three
National
Conference
players-Yary.
Dallas wide receiver Drew
Pearson and place-kicker
Chester Marcol of Green
Bay-were named to the
offensive unit On defense,
the NFC placed just four
players-Page. I.os Angeles
end
Jack
Youngblood.
linebacker Ted Hendricks of
Green Bay and Philadelphia
linebacker BillBorgey.The
high-powered

offensive unit was headed by
Oakland quarterback Ken
Stabler who completed 57.4
per cent of his passes for
2.469
yards
during
the
regular season.

BUFFALO'S

0

Armstrong, the NFL rushing
champion with 1.407 yards
Riley Odoms of Denver
was named the tight end
with
Pearson and Cliff
Branch of Oakland as the
wide receivers
That trio
caught 164 passes during the
regular season.
Besides
Yary.
the
offensive
line
included
Oakland tackle Art StiaU,
guards-Gene (pshaw nt
Oakland and Larry Little Of '

J

Simpson, who set an all-time
rushing record of 2,003 yards
two years ago and gained
1,125 yards this season, was
also named MUhe beoklield
■alone with Denver's Otis

Congratulations to our

Congratulations

new TKE Actives:

to the New
Officers of AEP

thit season. Htrt, "Jun." mak.t a determined effort to block

'June'

a »hot by Ohio's George Green in last year's action. Cash
recently

moved

into

second

place

among

all-time

BG

rebounden behind the great Nate Thurmond with BS8 career
rebounds. (Newsphoto by Carl Seid)

The American Conference
dominated both offensive
and defensive teams named
by a national panel of sports
writers and broadcasters

Miami
and
center jXm
(.anger o( Miami It was this
fourth straight year that\
Little has been named an i
all-Pro and also the Icslpli w
selection for Ilpshaw
On defense, besides
front four of Green
Greene,
Youngblood
Page, the AP panel chase
Ham. Green Bay's 'Ted
Hendricks
and
Philadelphia's Bill hergeyas line
'backers.

Jim Fluckinger
Tom Good

Pres.: Randy Dodson
V.P.: Tim Fening

BEER
BLAST

LIMITED TIME ONLY

10% 0FF

FRIDAY JAN. 10

All Guitars In Stock
Come In & See Our Selection

COMMONS DINING HALL

9 P.M.-l A.M.

BI6EL0W MUSIC SHOPPE

Mike Kaye

Treasurer: Fritz Nagel

Alan Niebes

IFC Rep.: Monty Parnsh

Nick Pomento

Sentinel: John O'Neil

«

Rush: Tom Kubancik

Bruce Schwarzkoff

SOUND SYSTEM

126E.W00STERST.
PH. 353-7303

Scribe: Willy Shankland

Pledge Master: Marco Jeffenes

i

TRADE-IN SPECIAL

25< Admission - 25c Refreshments

Your old athletic shoes are worth a $2.00 trade-in allowance
toward the purchase of Pro Keds at $19.95 Thurs., Fri., Sat.
only.

m
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sporting goods
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Mark Glover

J Mason prefers tournament playoffs
By Mark Glover
Sports Editor
ICE HOUSE HAPPENINGS.
On Dec 28 last year, the Bowling Green icers lost a major
eastern tournament on the basis of statistics The tourney
title was decided in the statistics book, not on the ice
Northeastern tied BG. 4-4. in the final round of the
Rensselaer Polytechnic Institute (RPI) tournament in
Troy. NY No piayoff period was played Northeastern won
the championship on the basis of fewer goals scored against
them in the first two games of the tournament
Head Falcon coach Ron Mason conceded that a tie game
was better than a loss, but he disagreed with the tournament
procedure for determining a champion in the event of a tie
"I thought there should have been some kind of a playoff."

said Mason "I mean, after all it is the finals and the two
best teams are playing out there
"I don't really like the total goals way of determining a
winner. When it gets down to that, you just keep pouring it
on in the earlier games. Technically, the teams should be
against each other in the final game and not against what
they did with other teams."

after the final round High-scoring center Bob Dobek and
goalie Al Sarachman were named to the second alltournament team.

THE FRESHMEN Falcon skaters have been turning in
some impressive performances on offense and defense. The
rookie skaters dominated most of the action at the RPI
Invitational In the recently concluded tournament, II of the
16 Falcon goals were scored by freshmen

CONGRATULATIONS go to Doug Ross who was voted
"Falcon of the week" by Bowling Green fans after his fine
play during the two-game series with Western Ontario last
month.
Ross scored four goals in two encounters played Dec 13
and 14. In the first game, the hustling winger notched his
second hat trick I three goals I of the year Ross garnered his
first hat trick early in the season against Notre Dame.

•••

The 12-4-1 record for 1974 was the best start in the history
of Bowling Green hockey teams In addition. BG was 6-0-1
against eastern schools in 1974.

•••

•••

•••

Veteran defenseman Roger Archer and freshman center
Mike Hartman were named to the RPI tourney first team

Dobek recorded his 100th career assist against Sir George
Williams College during the RPI tournament. The BG
center notched one goal and seven assists during the
tourney.
Dobek. with 106 assists to date, trails only Chuck Gyles
('731 in career assists at BG
ROSS SCORED the 100th point of his career last Tuesday
night when the Falcons blasted Ohio State. 7-2. in Columbus
He is currently 10th on the BG career scoring list.

•••

Falcon fans will again have the opportunity to vote for the
outstanding BG player this weekend when the icers face
McMaster at the Ice Arena Rink Rats' "Falcon of the
week" ballots will be included with the game programs

Lacrosse

The BG New

SPORTS

A meeting will be held at 7
p.m. today in 101 Business
Administration for all men
interested in trying out for
the varsity lacrosse team
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Dan Garfield

Falcons join hockey elife
By Dan Garfield
Assistant Sports Editor
Once upon a puck, thenwas a very noble and mighty
force called the Western
Collegiate
Hockey
Association IWCHAi This
"Goliath'' of hockey
supremacy had a terrific
army of 10 teams to protect
its untarnished name and
spread fear throughout the

hockey havens of middle
America, the Eastern shore
and southeastern Canada
But the WCIIA had a nasty
cousin-the Eastern Coast
Athletic Conference
(ECAC). For many years,
this strong college hockey
league matched body checks
and power-play goals with
the WCHA. and this feud
went on for 50 years.
Then along came the

Ticket information
There are approximately 500 general admission tickets
remaining for Saturday night's basketball game with Miami
al Anderson Arena The student II) ticket exchange will
remain in effect today and tomorrow General admission
tickets priced al $2 for adults and $1 for students are also on
sale Reserved seats for the contest are sold out.
Tickets for the hockey series with McMaster this weekend
are on sale Both student ID ticket exchange and general
admission and reserved seat tickets will be sold al the door

Central Collegiate Hockey
Association (CCHAl What
was this baby of conferences
to do in a land of gigantic
powerhouses''
THROUGHOUT THE
early 1970s. Bowling Green
was spanked silly by the
Eastern powers-Huston
University. Clarkson and
always tough IIP 1 Those
were the trying years of
Falcon hockey BG was still
in diapers Those were also
the days when BG played
such inferior teams as Ohio
University and Hynearson In
pad the winning columns.
Meanwhile, in the WCHA.
the rough house gangs from
Michigan Tech, Michigan
and Michigan Slate blasted
the inexperienced HG teams
regularly.
Almost overnight (four

winning seasons and a i I'll \
championship title I the
Falcons emerged as
seasoned performers From
their second-rate cocoon,
the Falcons emerged as
national contenders
The Falcons' ever-present
showing in the top-ten
college poll (currently 9thi
this season is no joke BG
has been in the top-ten for
six straight weeks with a
number of impressive
showings away from home
Now. 12 of the 16
remaining contests are on
home ice
It is standard procedure in
both the ECAC and the
WCHA that if you split on
the road, you "win" that
series The Falcons have
gone one step better this
year, compiling a 6-0-1 mark
against the best l-.CAi

aggressors, while winning
one of three with the WCHA
THE 13-4-1 season record
is the finest beginning of any
BG year With a host of
home encounters. theCCHA
title still up in the air and
the NCAA looming in the
clouds, the Falcons are
sitting pretty-unlike many
other former powers.
The only thing BG has to
fear is fear of losing
Another loss like the 8-2
pasting at Western Michigan
during the holidays will
knock the Falcons out of the
national limelight for good
this year
The BG icers must
concentrate on winning one
game at a time
There's a new kid on the
block now Look out ECAC
and WCHA

'Dyno'

Right wings* Doug 'Dyno' Ross standt engulfed by Buffalo
d«f»nd«rs in a gome earlier this y«ar. Th« senior forward,
who scorod his 100th caroor point last Tuesday night in the
Falcons' 7-2 slashing of Ohio Staff, is currently tied for second
place on the team in total points with 33 and goals-scored
with 17. (Newsphoto by Steve Ancifc)

the Oxford House

1
i

CAMPUS CLOTHIER
ANNOUNCES

Turtle Neck Sweaters

THE GREAT STOREWIDE REDUCTION

Starting At:

SALE

$6 99
12.00 to 20.00

$699tQ$1599

ORIG.

NOW

10.00 - 6.95
11.00-7.95
12.00 - 7.95

NOW
13.00 ■ 7.95
14.00 • 7.95
15.00 - 10.95

NOW

ORIG.

10.95
11.95
18.00 - 11.95

19.00
20.00
21.00

ORJCL
16.00
17.00

THEY ALL MUST BE SOLD!

OFF

DRESS SHIRTS

TABLE

EVERY SHIRT ON SALE
STARTING AT:

SUITS & SPT. COATS

$R95

5

DRASTICALLY
)
>

0RIG.

HURRY FOR THIS

REDUCED!!
Plus MANY MANY MORE
SURPRISE BARGAINS
THROUGHOUT THE STORE

Select Group At

Vi OFF

EVERY PAIR IN STOCK MARKED DOWN

CHECK

V:2

$U99

SLACKS!!!

4 Button Shirt Sweaters

■ Oxford House
6 D
™JJ*
. XV,»,.
THUDS j, fRj TILL

9 PJl

51* £AST WOOSTER
ACROSS FROM FOUNDERS QUAD

CREW NECK
SWEATERS

NOW
12.95
11.95
11.95

Sweater Vests
Orig. 6.99 to 13.00
NOW

$399 to $799
*J

ALL COATS
Light and Heavy
Weights

REDUCED FOR
QUICK SALE

SHOES
REDUCED TO

$

1500

A Sale You Should
Really Look
Into:
••••••••••••••"

